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Repeating with Point

• Consider role of ax, ay within Triangle class
  – Collectively they represent a point
  – Same with bx, by and cx, cy

• Opportunity for abstraction again.
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  – Notice name conflict in constructor between parameters passed in and field names.
    • Forces use of this keyword when assigning fields.
    • This is a common idiom for constructors.
      – But otherwise, you generally want to avoid having method parameter names or local variable names that “shadow” field names.
Classes and Objects

• Fundamental units of abstraction
• Physical Analogy
  – Classes are like factories
    • Contain a blueprint for an object
      – Defines the inner workings (i.e., fields aka members)
      – Defines what it can do, its “behavior” (i.e., instance methods)
    • Factory itself may have some capabilities
      – Class members and class methods
      – Useful for defining named constants and helper methods that are related to the abstraction as a whole but not specific to an instance.
  – Objects are what the factory builds
    • Each object is an instance of a class
    • Name of the class is the “type” of the object.
      – Which means the class name is the type we use for a variable that can reference the object.
Objects as state

• An object is defined by its state
  – Collection of named fields that represent information about the object
    • The current values assigned to those fields reflect the “state” of the object

• Object design reflects purpose
  – What fields to include in an object will depend on how that object is to be used and the kinds of operations that object will be involved in.
Comparing real values

• Very difficult to make an equilateral triangle.
  – Why?

• Comparing real values is tricky.
  – Representation of real values is subject to precision limits.
  – Numerical error makes direct comparison difficult.

• Best practice for real values is to compare with respect to some precision limit.
  – Example:
    • If you have two real values, a and b and an error precision limit of eps, then use the following expression for comparison:
      \[(\text{Math.abs}(a-b) < \text{eps})\]
Static class fields

• Instance fields are data associated with each instance (every object has its own set of values)

• Class fields are data associated with the class as a whole.
  – Declared like an instance field, but with “static” keyword.
  – Like class methods, can access them via the class name or directly by code within the class.

• Most common use:
  – Named Constants
    • Best practice: all caps, initialized when declared, declared with “final” keyword to indicate that it won’t ever change.
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Motivating Encapsulation

• Consider lec6.v1
• What’s the danger?
Principle of Encapsulation

• Do not expose the internal state of an object directly.
  – Protects object fields from being put into an inconsistent or erroneous state.
  – Avoids situation in which external code is dependent on this specific implementation.
    • Or said another way: allows for the implementation of an abstraction to be improved/changed without breaking other code.

• Separate “exposed” behavior from “internal” behavior
  – Exposed behavior
    • Procedures / functions other objects / code expected to interact with.
  – Internal behavior
    • Procedures / functions defined only for use by methods that are part of the class.
Encapsulation In Practice
Part 1: Do Not Expose Internal State

• Make all fields *private*
  – Amend field declaration with “private” access modifier.

• Provide *public* methods that retrieve and/or alter properties
  – Methods that retrieves a property is called a “getter”.
  – Methods that set a property is called a “setter”

• Benefits
  – Can support “read-only” fields by NOT providing a setter
  – Setter can validate new value to prevent misuse or illegal values.
  – Can define derived or complex properties that are actually related to multiple field values.
JavaBeans Conventions

• JavaBeans
  – Software engineering framework
    • Associated tools
  – Relies on code following certain conventions
    • In particular, getters and setters for object properties.

• Given type T and property P:
  – Signature of a getter:
    public T getP()
  – Signature of a setter:
    public void setP(T value)
• Provides getters for x and y values of a Point, but not setters.
  – Ensures Point is immutable
• Provides getters and setters for point of a Triangle
• Notice effect on original code in main method in Lec6Ex1.java
Setter Validation

• Setters should validate their values if possible.
  – One of the advantages of providing access to properties only through methods.
• Illegal / improper values should cause a runtime exception like this:
  
  throw new RuntimeException("Explanation string");
• Adds *equals* method to Point for comparison.
• `setA()`, `setB()`, and `setC()` in Triangle validate by...
  – making sure that points are distinct
  – checking for co-linearity
• Added `area()` method
• Added `check_colinearity()` method
  – Notice that I’ve chosen a specific precision for the check based on area.
Derived Properties

• A derived property is one that is a combination or transformation of object state fields.
  – Can you recognize two of these already in Triangle?
• Same principle for getters and setters applies here.
  – If using JavaBeans conventions, name methods with proper form and signature.
  – Read-only properties should not have a setter.
  – Setters should validate if necessary.
• Changed area() and perimeter() to getArea() and getPerimeter() to follow JavaBeans conventions.
  – What about individual side lengths?
    • Could have done the same, but didn’t to make another point later on.

• Created getPoints() and setPoints() as derived properties for dealing with all three points at once as an array.
Using Fields Internally

• Marking a field as “private” prevents access from code outside of the class.
  – But notice that there is no restriction to access private fields between different instances.
  – Look at `distanceTo()` and `equals()` methods in Point

• Does this violate principle of encapsulation?
  – Gray area
    • Could argue no since code is within the class.
    • Could argue yes since access to other point’s state is outside the context of the `this` reference.
  – My advice
    • Always safe to use exposed getter / setter, so do so.
    • There are sometimes good reasons not to, but generally these are related to issues of performance and optimization.
lec6.v5

• Re-wrote distanceTo() and equals() in Point using getters for x and y values
Encapsulation In Practice
Part 2: Separate Exposed Behavior

• Define an “interface” for all exposed behavior
  – In Java, an interface is like a contract.
    • Indicates that a certain set of public methods are available.
    • One or more classes can indicate that they implement the interface.
  – Name of interface can be used as a type name
    • Just like class names are used as type names.
    • Value of an interface type variable can be set to any object that is an instance of a class that implements the interface.

• Mark constructors as public
Interfaces in Java

• Like classes, should go in their own .java file
  – Should have same name as file
  – Only one public interface per file.
  – Body of interface is a just list of method signatures.
    • Implementing classes MUST declare these methods as public

• Form:
  public interface InterfaceName {
    type method1(parameters);
    type method2(parameters);
    // etc...
  }

• Classes specify which interfaces they implement with “implements” modifier as in:
  public class ClassName implements InterfaceA, InterfaceB {
Interface Naming Conventions

• Interface name must be different from class names that implement the interface.

• Convention A
  – Start all interface names with “I” for interface.
    • For example: ITriangle, IPoint
  – Class names can be anything that is not in this form.

• Convention B
  – Use generic abstraction name for interface.
  – Make class names descriptive of implementation
    • If no natural way to do this, simply append “Impl” to generic abstraction name to differentiate.

• Personally, I generally go with convention B.
Programming To An Interface

• lec6.v6
• Separates Point into an interface and an implementing class.
  – Notice that distanceTo() and equals() are part of behavior I want the abstraction to expose.
    • Must be marked public
• Notice that main method uses variables with type Point (the interface name), but that the actual object is created as an instance of a specific class that implements the interface Point.
• Notice that Triangle only interacts with the methods specified in the Point interface.
Advantage of Encapsulation

• Can provide different implementations of the same behavior
  – lec6.v7
    • Create a new implementation of Point based on polar coordinates.
Exposed vs Internal Behavior

• Exposed behavior should be reflected in the interface(s) that a class implements
  – Recall that any method declared in an interface must be defined by an implementing class as a public method.

• Internal behavior should be hidden
  – Use private modifier on these methods to ensure that access only occurs within the class
• Continued application of encapsulation principle to Triangle by...
  – ... defining Triangle as an interface
  – ... rewriting what used to be the class Triangle as the class PointTriangle that implements the interface
  – ... hiding internal behaviors as private methods
Summing Up

• A Java file defines one public class or public interface.

• To support encapsulation:
  – Define exposed behavior as one or more interfaces
    • JavaBeans getters and setters for direct or derived properties.
    • Other methods that are part of the abstraction.
  – A class provides the implementation of one or more interfaces.
    • All fields within a class are marked as private.
    • Public constructor
    • Methods that implement any interface(s) must be public.
    • Internal methods marked as private.
Do you always need an interface?

• Best practice is to separate an abstraction into an interface and a class that implements it.
  – Allows you to have multiple classes that implement the interface in different ways.

• For simple classes for which you know that there will only be one implementation, you can get away without defining the interface separately.
  – Should still mark fields as private, constructor as public, and make a distinction between public methods for external behavior and private methods for internal behavior.